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Abstract: In complicated and bad natural environment, the performance of electronic system may be easily affected by the environment, go wrong and result in abnormal operation. In the complicated environment like deep space and deep sea, if the electronic equipment after break down cannot be repaired in time, it will cause serious loss. However, the fault self-repairing technique proposed based on hardware evolution can realize self-repairing of fault. The paper firstly expounds the basic theory of hardware evolution and introduces foreign and domestic situation of fault self-repairing based on hardware evolution in details. Then, it explains important procedures in fault self-repairing and points out the existing problems and improvement direction. Fault self-repairing based on hardware evolution has very broad prospect and great engineering application value.

1. Introduction

Traditional electronic circuit structure is fixed and invariable. As the acceleration of information construction, electronic system is widely used for electronic equipment. It mostly takes large-scale and super large-scale digital integrated circuit as the subject and the core is field programmable gate array (FPGA). When these electronic systems are in the complicated and variable environment like sand dust, high/low temperature, strong electromagnetic field, the performance of digital integrated circuit may be affected, go wrong and thus reduce the function of electronic equipment, and even cause serious casualties and property loss. Further, a series of problems shall be urgently solved so as to enhance the survival ability of electronic system in bad environment and ensure continuous and normal operation of digital system.

2. Major Self-Repairing Techniques of Electronic Circuit Fault Based on EHW

Combining the advantages of hardware and software, FPGA develops “deformation system” that is reassembled on chip. Some functions of hardware can be configured on chip, so software is designed for hardware simulation. In this way, the “firmware” of FPGA is reassembled and used for simulated different types of hardware. When realizing self-repairing of digital circuit fault, as is shown in Fig.1., fault detection, fault location, fault isolation, redundancy design and evolutionary algorithm are indispensible. They form a complete system. Fault self-repairing of digital system has become a hot topic in fault diagnosis research field.

Fig.1. Basic flow chart of fault self-repairing realized in the hardware evolution
3. Fault Diagnosis Technique

Fault diagnosis of digital circuit mainly tests the function, sequence relationship, logic relationship. According to the different characteristics of combinatory logic circuit and sequential circuit, the used test methods are different. Fault type of digital circuit mainly includes constant fault, bridging fault, transient-state fault and time lag fault. Now, constant fault is mostly studied.

3.1 Generation of test vector

Based on the difference between combinatory circuit and sequential circuit, there is difference when generating test vector. In the test of combinatory logic circuit, the common methods include pseudo exhaust testing, boolean difference method, characteristic analysis method, and casual function analysis method. The related algorithm can be classified as D cube, D algorithm, PODEM algorithm and FAN algorithm of logic function; the test method of sequential circuit mainly includes extended D algorithm and nine value algorithm, etc.

3.2 Fault location technique

Traditional FPGA diagnosis method includes boundary scanning technique, but boundary scanning technique cannot locate the logic cell, and the hardware expenditure is high. Increasing boundary scanning by virtue of chip can shorten the test engineering of manufacturing industry and reduce the launch time, but it may prolong the design time.

Various location techniques have appeared in logic cell fault location. One is configuring circuit for the tested cell and drawing it to IOB port directly when detecting fault of a very few single CLB; however, when the quantity of tested CLB is too large, the method based on array, method based on exclusive-OR gate cascade circuit, method based on AND-OR gate cascade circuit, and Build-in Self-test (BIST) method are proposed. The circuit configuration of BIST is complicated, and the configuration may fail; while method based on exclusive-OR gate cascade circuit and method based on AND-OR gate cascade circuit can detect fault at the port, but it can only detect half of CLBS after configuration once and needs to use at least half of CLBS to transmit fault.

3.3 EHW technique

Studying EHW mainly studies evolutionary algorithm. Firstly, the internal structure and coding way of FPGA should be studied. The structure of programmable logic device (PLD) is decided by the structural bit string. Structural bit string can be deemed as the chromosome in evolutionary algorithm and the design of hardware function can be completed through evolutionary algorithm. Fig.2. is the internal structure diagram of PLD. The circuit function expression is: \[ Y_1 = AB + \bar{C}E + \bar{B}D + ACE \].

Fig.2. PLD structure diagram

Fig.3. is the basic schematic diagram of EHW. It mainly codes the programmable circuit structure, carry out evolutionary operation of code according to a certain constraint condition and get code with high fitness value. At last, it decompiled the code to topological structure of circuit.
4. Conclusion

At present, fault diagnosis technique is mature increasingly and difficult to innovate. Most researches focus on integrated application of diagnosis techniques and research on using hardware evolution for fault self-repairing is deep, but it is at starting stage in China. Limited by scientific research condition, research on related technology is still at theoretical research stage. The research is single, mainly focuses on improvement of evolutionary algorithm without substantial leap. Digital circuit self-repairing technique based on EHW is the organic combination of evolutionary algorithm and PLD. It changes its own circuit structure according to the change of external environment so as to realize the function requirement of target circuit. The technique will certainly develop forward in each field, especially has broad prospect in national defense and military field. Combination of EHW technique and fault diagnosis and expanding technical approach of fault self-repairing will become research topic.
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